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ABSTRACT: Here, we show successful partial cation exchange reactions
in Cu2−xS nanocrystals (NCs) yielding luminescent CuInS2 (CIS) NCs.
Our approach of mild reaction conditions ensures slow Cu extraction rates,
which results in a balance with the slow In incorporation rate. With this
method, we obtain CIS NCs with photoluminescence (PL) far in the nearinfrared (NIR), which cannot be directly synthesized by currently available
synthesis protocols. We discuss the factors that favor partial, self-limited
cation exchange from Cu2−xS to CIS NCs, rather than complete cation
exchange to In2S3. The product CIS NCs have the wurtzite crystal
structure, which is understood in terms of conservation of the hexagonal close packing of the anionic sublattice of the parent NCs
into the product NCs. These results are an important step toward the design of CIS NCs with sizes and shapes that are not
attainable by direct synthesis protocols and may thus impact a number of potential applications.
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to form instead binary NCs, such as Cu2−xS.21 Pure phase
luminescent quasi-spherical CIS NCs have only been obtained
with photoluminescence (PL) peak between 550 and 820
nm,22−24 whereas large nonluminescent CIS nanorods are
obtained when Cu2−xS NCs are used in situ as nucleation
seeds.25 Hence, there is a wide range of sizes and shapes that
have not yet been explored for CIS NCs.
Here, we present a synthetic pathway toward ternary CuInS2
NCs from binary Cu2−xS parent NCs by exploiting cation
exchange (CE) reactions.26−30 Nonluminescent Cu2−xS NCs
are converted into luminescent CIS NCs, where the PL peak
position of the product CIS NCs is determined by the size of
the parent Cu2−xS NCs. This method allows us to synthesize
CIS NCs with PL in the near-infrared (NIR) centered at 870
nm, which are not attainable in a direct fashion. Since colloidal
Cu2−xS NCs can be synthesized with large control over size and
shape (e.g., nearly spherical NCs, hexagonal bipyramids,
bifrustums and nanoplatelets, and ultrathin nanosheets),30−34
the method described in this work may provide a pathway to
prepare colloidal CIS NCs of as yet unexplored morphologies
and functionalities.

INTRODUCTION
Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) have attracted
increasing attention due to their exciting and tunable optical
properties, which render them promising materials for several
applications.1−4 For example, NCs can be used as luminescent
probes for in vivo bioimaging5,6 and light converters in displays
and LEDs.7,8 However, the presence of heavy metals such as
cadmium and lead is an increasing concern, which limits the
applicability of colloidal NCs.8,9
Copper indium dichalcogenide (CuInE2, with E = S and/or
Se) NCs have optical properties that can be tuned in the visible
to the near-infrared (NIR; potentially up to 855 nm for CuInS2
(CIS) and up to 1215 nm for CuInSe2, (CISe)) spectral range,
which makes them promising alternatives for the well-known
heavy metal based NCs (CdE and PbE, with E = S, Se,
Te).10−14 For example, the direct bandgap of 1.45 eV and large
absorption coeﬃcients make CIS a suitable alternative absorber
material for quantum dot and thin ﬁlm photovoltaics
(PV).15−17 Additionally, the small self-absorption crosssection10 makes CIS NCs very interesting materials as
luminophores in luminescent solar concentrators.18,19
However, the currently available protocols for the direct
colloidal synthesis of luminescent ternary NCs such as CIS and
CISe produce only small quasi-spherical NCs.10−12 Larger and
anisotropic NCs with a homogeneous composition are diﬃcult
to obtain because multiple precursor reactivities need to be
balanced for simultaneous thermolysis of the cationic
precursors.20 Otherwise, it is favorable for the reaction system
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Photoluminescence Quantum Yields. Photoluminescence (PL)
quantum yields (QY) were measured using an integrating sphere
mounted in an Edinburgh Instruments spectroﬂuorimeter equipped
with double-grating excitation and emission monochromators, and a
450 W Xe lamp as the excitation source.18 To avoid losses due to light
scattering and reabsorption only suﬃciently diluted (sub-micromolar
concentration range) NC solutions were used. The intensity of the
excitation light (400 nm) was measured after passing the sample and
after passing the solvent (toluene) only. After correcting the recorded
spectra for the sensitivity of the detector, the diﬀerence of the two
intensities was attributed to absorption. The emission spectra were
measured under the same conditions as the absorption but detected
over a broader spectral region starting at a wavelength 5 nm longer
than that used for excitation (i.e., 405 nm). The emission spectra were
recorded for the excited sample solution and for the solvent only and
subsequently corrected for the instrumental response. The PL QYs
were obtained by dividing the integrated emission intensities by the
integrated absorption intensities. Because of the instrumental
limitations, PL QYs can be measured only up to ∼850 nm.
Transmission Electron Microscopy. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
were performed using a FEI Tecnai-12 microscope operating at 120
kV and a FEI Tecnai-20F microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples for
TEM imaging were prepared by drop-casting a toluene solution of
NCs onto a carbon-coated copper (400-mesh) TEM grid. The excess
liquid was removed by blotting using ﬁlter paper.
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy Mapping. Scanning
TEM EDS measurements were performed on a FEI Tecnai-20F
microscope operating at 200 kV. EDS measurements were performed
using a dedicated low background holder and Cu-free Ni TEM grids.
Acquisition time for EDS measurements was ∼30 s to ∼1 min. The
EDS signal was acquired with an EDAX Si(Li) detector and processed
in Tecnai Imaging and Analysis software (TIA), using the following
lines: S−K at 2.3 keV, In−L at 3.3 keV, and Cu−K at 8.0 keV. The S−
K and In−L are well resolved, but Cu−K is partially overlapping with
the Ni−Kβ peak at 8.26 keV (originating from the nickel grid). The
software deconvoluted these two peaks. The automatically acquired
background subtraction was adjusted manually where necessary in
order to quantitatively deconvolute the peaks and no thickness or ZAF
corrections were applied. To ensure that the elemental concentrations
were statistically valid and representative of the whole NC ensemble,
EDS analyses were performed on wide areas (104−105 nm2),
encompassing several thousands of NCs. We note here that even
when taking the usual precautions (dedicated low background holder
and Cu-free Ni TEM grids), there is always a background Cu signal
contributing to the EDS spectrum. We estimated the uncertainty in
the composition of the NCs by averaging values obtained for diﬀerent
samples. Since the elemental ratios are deﬁned with respect to S,
standard deviation values are not provided for the S ratios.
High-Resolution Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRSTEM). High-resolution scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HRSTEM) images of the CIS NCs were acquired using
an FEI Titan3 operated at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. The
images were collected using a high angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF)
detector. The samples were prepared by adding a droplet of the
toluene dispersion to a carbon coated copper grid. The lattice
averaging was performed by calculating a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
from the area of interest, extracting one Fourier component from each
of the lattice points of the FFT, and performing an inverse Fourier
transform to create the ﬁnal map. The image processing was
performed using the software CRISP.36
X-ray Diﬀractometry. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) measurements
were performed with a Bruker D2 Phaser, equipped with a Co Kα Xray source with X-ray wavelength of 1.79026 Å. Thin solid ﬁlm NC
samples for XRD were prepared by drop-casting a concentrated NC
solution in chloroform on a Si wafer and evaporating the solvent.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Copper (I) acetate (CuOAc, 97%), copper sulfate
pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O, ≥98%), copper (I) iodide (CuI,
99.99%), indium nitrate hydrate (In(NO3)3·H2O, 99.99%), indium
acetate (InAc3, 99.99%), 1-dodecanethiol (DDT, ≥98%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), trioctyl
phosphine (TOP, 90%), oleic acid (OA, 90%), anhydrous toluene,
methanol, and butanol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. ODE and
TOPO were degassed prior to synthesis, all other materials were used
as received.
Synthesis of 2.5 nm Cu2−xS NCs. The Cu2−xS NCs (size: 2.5
nm) were synthesized according to the method described by Wang et
al.34 In a round-bottom ﬂask, 0.3 mmol of CuOAc and 1.1 g of TOPO
were dissolved in 25 mL of previously degassed ODE. After additional
degassing for 1 h at 100 °C the reaction mixture was further heated to
160 °C, and 1 mL of DDT was swiftly injected into the dark green
solution under N2 atmosphere. The NCs were allowed to grow for 90
min. Subsequently, the NCs were cooled to room temperature. They
were washed by adding methanol and butanol (1:1 ratio),
centrifugation at 3000 rpm for several minutes, and redispersion in
2 mL of toluene. This cycle was repeated 3 times.
Synthesis of 4 nm Cu2−xS NCs. For the synthesis of 4 nm sized
Cu2−xS NCs the same procedure described above was followed, but
the NCs were allowed to grow for an additional 2 h (total growth
time; 3.5 h). The same washing steps were performed.
Synthesis of 11 nm Cu2−xS NCs. The 11 nm sized Cu2−xS NCs
were synthesized according to an adaptation of the method described
by Lu et al.25 In a round-bottom ﬂask, 0.8 mmol of CuSO4·5H2O (203
mg), 7.5 mL of DDT, and 6 mL of OA were mixed and gradually
heated to 200 °C. Total heating time was 15 min, after which the
solution was maintained at 200 °C for 2 h. The crude reaction mixture
was puriﬁed in the same way as described above and redispersed in ∼5
mL of toluene.
Cation Exchange (CE) Reactions of Cu+ for In3+ in Cu2−xS
NCs. The cation exchange reactions were performed according to an
adaptation of the method described by Son et al. for Cd2+ for Ag+
exchange reactions.27 One milliliter of a solution of Cu2−xS NCs
(∼10−8 M) in toluene was diluted three times, and 0.14 mmol of
In(NO3)3·H2O dissolved in 1 mL of methanol was added. The In/Cu
molar ratio in the reaction mixtures was ∼1 for all NC sizes. This ratio
is a lower limit estimate since it assumes a 100% yield and no
puriﬁcation losses in the synthesis of the Cu2−xS NCs. Finally, 100 μL
of TOP was added as Cu-extracting ligand, and the resulting solution
was stirred for several days. The product NCs were thoroughly washed
to remove excess precursor and ligands by adding methanol and
butanol (1:1 ratio) and centrifugation at 3000 rpm for several minutes.
Subsequently, the product NCs were dispersed in 2 mL of toluene.
Direct synthesis of 2.5 nm CuInS2 NCs. For comparison, CIS
NCs were directly synthesized following the method described by Li et
al.35 In a round-bottom ﬂask, 0.4 mmol of CuI, 0.4 mmol of InAc3, and
5 mL of DDT were mixed and degassed under vacuum at 100 °C for 1
h. Subsequently, the temperature was raised to 230 °C, and the NCs
were allowed to grow for 11 min. The solution was cooled to room
temperature, and the NCs were precipitated by addition of a
methanol/butanol solution and centrifugation at 3000 rpm. The
supernatant was discarded and the NCs were redispersed in toluene.
The washing steps were repeated twice.
Optical Spectroscopy. Samples for optical measurements were
prepared by diluting the washed NCs in anhydrous toluene under
nitrogen and stored in sealed cuvettes. Absorption spectra were
measured on a double beam PerkinElmer Lambda 16 UV−vis
spectrometer. PL and PL excitation spectra were recorded by an
Edinburgh Instruments FLS920 Spectroﬂuorimeter equipped with a
450 W xenon lamp as excitation source and double grating
monochromators. PL decay curves were obtained by time-correlated
single-photon counting via time-to-amplitude conversion. A pulsed
diode laser (EPL-445 Edinburgh Instruments, 441 nm, 55 ps pulse
width, 0.2−0.5 MHz repetition rate) was used as the excitation source.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Luminescent 2.5 nm CIS NCs by Partial Cation
Exchange in Cu2−x NCs. Nonluminescent 2.5 nm Cu2−xS
nanocrystals (NCs), with a ﬁrst absorption transition around
500 nm (dashed line in Figure 1a), are converted into NCs that
show eﬃcient photoluminescence (PL) both in the visible
(peak at 650 nm) and in the NIR (peak at 900 nm, solid line in
Figure 1a). The position of the higher energy PL peak is in

Cu2−xS NCs are essentially the same as those in CIS NCs
synthesized by direct methods. This also indicates that the PL
QYs of the CIS NCs obtained by CE reactions are comparable
to those of the directly synthesized CIS NCs, which are in the 5
to 10% range, depending on the sample. We note that these PL
QYs are comparable to the highest values reported in the
literature for CIS NCs.11,37 Higher PL QYs (as high as 85%)
have been reported only for CIS/CdS and CIS/ZnS core/shell
or graded alloy NCs.11,35,38
CIS NCs typically exhibit a single broad PL band located
several hundred meV below the apparent absorption edge,
which is usually ascribed to donor−acceptor pair (DAP)
recombination, by analogy to bulk CIS.11,23 This explains the
large global Stokes shift and relatively slow decay dynamics.23
The observation of two bands in the PL spectrum of the 2.5 nm
CIS NCs obtained by CE (Figure 1a) is thus remarkable. As
discussed above, the higher energy peak can be ascribed to
DAP recombination pathways that are essentially the same as
those present in directly synthesized CIS NCs. In contrast, the
PL lifetime measured while monitoring the lower energy band
is much longer than that observed in similar sized CIS NCs
obtained by direct synthesis (viz., τ1 = 42 ns and τ2 = 501 ns,
Supporting Information Figure S2). This is consistent with
exciton recombination involving more localized states, such as
those associated with surface and/or internal defects.
Considering the large surface/volume ratio of such small
NCs and the fact that CE is essentially a surface process (see
mechanism section below), it is likely that part of the CIS NC
ensemble contains surface defects that give rise to additional
recombination pathways. The limited resolution of the FEI
Tecnai-12 TEM for particles smaller than 3 nm did not allow us
to clearly visualize the 2.5 nm NCs. The formation of CIS NCs
by partial cation exchange in Cu2−xS NCs (2.5 nm diameter) is,
however, conﬁrmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS, Supporting Information Figure S3), which reveals a Cu/
In/S ratio of 1.0 ± 0.12:1.4 ± 0.16:2. It is noteworthy that this
ratio is consistent with the observed optical properties since the
highest PL QYs are typically associated with In-rich (or Cupoor) CIS NCs.11,37
Luminescent 4 nm CIS NCs by Partial Cation
Exchange in Cu2−xS NCs. The partial CE reaction was also
exploited to convert larger Cu2−xS parent NCs (4 nm) into CIS
NCs. In this case, the product NCs show a single PL peak at
870 nm (Figure 2a). This clearly demonstrates that the NC size
is inherited from the parent Cu2−xS NCs since this emission
wavelength is consistent with CIS NCs of 4 nm in diameter.
Considering that the optical properties are determined by the
size of the CIS NCs, we can conclude that the method
presented here provides a pathway to synthesize CIS NCs with
eﬃcient PL in the NIR, which have not yet been synthesized by
direct synthesis protocols. Compared to the smaller NCs (2.5
nm), quantum conﬁnement is relaxed leading to PL at lower
energies.
The PL decay of these larger (viz., 4 nm) CIS NCs can be
well described by a biexponential ﬁt, with a fast component τ1 =
68 ns and slow component τ2 = 408 ns (Figure 2b). These
decay constants are slower than those usually observed in small
CIS NCs. This diﬀerence is qualitatively explained by Fermi’s
golden rule,39 according to which the spontaneous emission
rate scales with the transition energy. More precisely, for
excitonic transitions in NCs of varying sizes the radiative
lifetime should scale linearly with the emission wavelength.40
The diﬀerence between the PL lifetimes of the two sizes of CIS

Figure 1. (a) Absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 2.5
nm CIS NCs obtained by partial cation exchange in Cu2−xS NCs (blue
and red solid lines). Two PL spectra are plotted due to the change of
detector necessary to obtain a good signal in the NIR region. The
absorption spectrum of the parent 2.5 nm Cu2−xS NCs is also shown
(blue dashed line). (b) PL decay curve of CIS NCs (2.5 nm) obtained
by partial CE reaction while monitoring the higher energy PL. Fitting a
biexponential to the data (red curve) yields a fast component with τ1 =
36 ns and a slow component with τ2 = 206 ns. The decay curve
obtained while monitoring the lower energy PL peak is shown in the
Supporting Information (Figure S2).

close agreement with that observed for directly synthesized
CuInS2 (CIS) NCs of 2.5 nm (viz., 665 nm). Further, PL
lifetime measurements on the CIS NCs obtained by cation
exchange (CE), while monitoring the higher energy PL peak
(Figure 1b), yields lifetime values of τ1 = 36 ns and τ2 = 206 ns,
which are comparable to those obtained on directly synthesized
CIS NCs of comparable size and shape (τ1 = 26 ns and τ2 = 205
ns; Supporting Information Figure S1). Hence, the recombination pathways in the product CIS NCs obtained by CE in
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Figure 2. (a) Absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of CIS
NCs obtained by partial cation exchange in 4 nm diameter Cu2−xS
NCs (blue and red full lines). The absorption spectrum of the parent
Cu2−xS NCs is also shown (blue dotted line). (b) PL decay of 4 nm
diameter CIS NCs obtained from Cu2−xS NCs by CE reactions. Fitting
a biexponential to the data (red curve) yields a fast component with τ1
= 68 ns and a slow component with τ2 = 408 ns.

Figure 3. (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of 4
nm Cu2−xS parent NCs. Inset displays the EDS spectrum of the
Cu2−xS parent NCs. (b) TEM image of 4 nm CIS NCs, obtained from
Cu2−xS NCs by partial CE. Inset displays the EDS spectrum of the CIS
NCs. Scale bars correspond to 50 nm.

NCs investigated here is, however, larger than predicted by
Fermi’s golden rule (emission wavelength ratio is 1.3, while the
lifetime ratio is 1.9). This indicates that the emission transitions
in CIS NCs are not excitonic in nature but instead involve DAP
recombination,23 in agreement with the assignment presented
above for the smaller NCs. Although the PL QYs of the larger
CIS NCs could not be directly determined due to limitations of
our setup in the NIR, the similarity of the PL decay curves
suggests that they are at least of the same order of magnitude as
those observed for the smaller NCs since pronounced PL
quenching should result in faster decays due to increased
nonradiative recombination rates.
TEM measurements revealed that the size of the parent
Cu2−xS NCs is preserved in the product CIS NCs (Figure 3).
The product NCs no longer form self-assembled superstructures on the TEM grid, suggesting that the size dispersion
has slightly increased. It is also possible that the NC selfassembly is prevented by the presence of reaction byproducts
that were not completely removed by the washing procedure.
The successful transformation of the parent Cu2−xS NCs into
product CIS NCs is clearly reﬂected in EDS measurements,
where In peaks around 3.2 keV are observed in the product

NCs (Figure 3b). Quantiﬁcation of the EDS measurements
gives a Cu/S ratio of 2 ± 0.16:1 for the parent Cu2−xS NCs
(Figure 3a) and a Cu/In/S ratio of 1.1 ± 0.14:1.6 ± 0.21:2 for
the product CIS NCs (Figure 3b). It should be noted that this
Cu/In ratio is consistent with the observation of eﬃcient
PL,11,37 in line with the results obtained for the smaller NCs.
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) measurements (Supporting Information, Figure S4) suggest that the In3+ for Cu+ cation
exchange in Cu2−xS NCs is accompanied by a crystal structure
transformation from low-chalcocite Cu2−xS to wurtzite CIS.
The peaks are, however, severely broadened due to ﬁnite size
eﬀects, precluding a deﬁnite assignment of the observed
reﬂections. Nevertheless, the formation of pure phase wurtzite
CIS is unambiguously conﬁrmed by high-resolution scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) measurements
(Figure 4). The 4 nm CIS product NCs were imaged along two
crystallographic directions, viz. [100] and [101]. The images
reveal the expected atomic arrangement for wurtzite CIS NCs.
In Figure 4a, the NC viewed along the [100] direction is
indicated by the red circle, whereas the NC viewed along the
[101] direction is indicated by the blue circle. In the other
panels, the same colors are used for the two directions, red for
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eV, Figure 5a). It is also interesting to note that the NIR
plasmon band associated with Cu vacancies in Cu2−xS NCs

Figure 4. (a) High-resolution scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HRSTEM) image of the 4 nm product CIS NCs viewed
along the [100] direction with respect to the electron beam (red
circle) and along the [101] direction (blue circle). (b,c) Calculated
FFTs from the areas indicated by the red circle (b) and by the blue
circle (c). (d) Lattice averaged image from the red area in panel a
reveal the atomic arrangement along the [100] direction. (e) The
atomic arrangement ﬁts well with the wurtzite CIS crystal structure. (f)
Lattice averaged image of the blue area in panel a shows the atomic
arrangement along the [101] direction. (g) The atomic arrangement
ﬁts well with the wurtzite CIS crystal structure. The yellow spheres
denote the sulfur atoms and the orange spheres denote the Cu/In
atoms in panels e and g.

Figure 5. (a) Absorption spectrum of 11 nm CIS NCs obtained by
cation exchange from Cu2−xS NCs (red line). The absorption
spectrum of the parent 11 nm Cu2−xS NCs is also shown (blue
line). (b) XRD patterns (Co Kα source) of 11 nm CIS NCs obtained
by cation exchange from Cu2−xS NCs (wurtzite, wz, red line) and of
the parent Cu2−xS NCs (low-chalcocite, l-ch, blue line). Reference bars
(green lines) are from JCPDS PDF-card 01-077-9459 for wurtzite CIS
and R120113-9 for low-chalcocite.41

[100] (Figure 4b,d,e) and blue for [101] (Figure 4c,f,g). When
fast Fourier transformation (FFT) is calculated from the circled
areas, the characteristic lattice of wurtzite CIS is directly evident
in both cases (Figure 4b,c). When the images of the NCs from
panel a are lattice averaged, clear atomic positions are obtained
(Figure 4d,f). The observed atomic arrangement ﬁts well with
the wurtzite CIS crystal structure in both directions, as can be
seen in the models depicted in Figure 4e,g, conﬁrming the
wurtzite crystal structure of the product 4 nm CIS NCs. Note
that the contrast of the HAADF-STEM images is related to the
atomic number so the contribution of In and Cu will dominate
over S. The resolution of the HRSTEM images is less than 3 Å,
which further prevents resolving the S atoms from the Cu/In
atoms. The low resolution is due to poor beam stability of the
material and severe contamination.
CIS NCs by Partial Cation Exchange in 11 nm Cu2−xS
NCs. To demonstrate that the method developed in this work
can also yield CIS NCs of unprecedented sizes, we performed
CE in Cu2−xS NCs of 11 nm. Although the product CIS NCs
are nonluminescent due to their large size, the outcome of the
CE reaction is more easily analyzed with TEM and XRD. The
UV−vis absorption spectrum of the product NCs shows an
absorption onset that is close to the bulk bandgap of CIS (1.4

disappeared after the CE. Moreover, XRD measurements reveal
a clear transition from the hexagonal low-chalcocite Cu2−xS
crystal structure to the hexagonal wurtzite CIS crystal structure
(Figure 5b), consistent with the observations discussed above
for the 4 nm CIS NCs. The structural change is also clear in the
electron diﬀraction patterns (Supporting Information, Figure
S5). However, the size dispersion of the product CIS NCs is
much larger than that of the parent Cu2−xS NCs (Supporting
Information, Figure S5), suggesting that in this case CE was
accompanied by partial dissolution and ripening. As will be
discussed below, this indicates that there was a slight imbalance
between the Cu+ outgoing and the In3+ incoming rates.
Mechanism. Cation exchange reactions consist of a chain of
inherently linked elementary kinetic steps, which must proceed
in a concerted manner.26,42 The driving force for the reaction is
determined by the energy balance of the overall reaction and
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carried out with small variations in the reaction conditions (i.e.,
higher temperatures of 50−100 °C, higher concentration,
diﬀerent CE precursors, and Cu-extracting ligands), but these
conditions failed to eﬀectively convert Cu2−xS NCs into CIS
NCs because the Cu+ extraction rate was too fast compared to
the In3+ incorporation rate, resulting in dissolution of the NCs.
This highlights the sensitivity of the cation exchange process
toward external synthetic conditions.
CE reactions are very often topotactic, preserving the crystal
structure of the parent NCs into the product NCs.26−30 More
precisely, the anionic sublattice is conserved, while the cations
are exchanged. In this way, metastable crystal structures can be
obtained, e.g., wurtzite ZnS starting from Cu2−xS.28−30 The
present case is special since partial CE is required in order to
form the ternary CIS crystal structure rather than fully
exchanged In2S3 (in principle, the In/Cu molar ratio of the
CE reaction does allow full exchange to occur). This requires
strict control over the incorporation and extraction rates of the
cations. Cu2−xS exists in multiple crystal structures, determined
by the anionic arrangement and the concentration of Cu
vacancies indicated by x (i.e., monoclinic low-chalcocite Cu2S,
djurleite Cu1.96S, and roxbyite Cu1.78S, as well as hexagonal lowand high-chalcocite Cu2S, digenite Cu1.8S, and covellite CuS).46
A recent in situ X-ray study showed that small Cu2−xS NCs
(diameter < 7 nm) typically have the near-stoichiometric
hexagonal high-chalcocite structure.47 Our XRD measurements
reveal a low-chalcocite crystal structure for Cu2−xS particles of
11 nm in diameter (Figure 5b) and indicate a low-chalcocite
crystal structure for 4 nm NCs (Figure S4, Supporting
Information). The main diﬀerence between hexagonal lowand high-chalcocite is in the atomic positions of the Cu atoms,
whereas the anions lie in a hexagonally close packed (hcp)
arrangement in both cases.41,48,49 Nanocrystalline CIS can
attain two crystal structures, viz. roquesite and wurtzite.
Roquesite is a zinc blende derivative where the sulﬁde anions
are on a face centered cubic (fcc) sublattice, while wurtzite CIS
is a hexagonal structure with an hcp anionic sublattice. CE
reactions with djurleite and low- and high-chalcocite Cu2−xS
NCs as parent NCs are expected to result in wurtzite products,
due to the hexagonal symmetry of the starting crystal structure.
Hence, in our CE reaction, wurtzite CIS NCs are favored over
roquesite CIS since the transformation of Cu2−xS into the latter
would require a substantial restructuring of the anionic
sublattice.41,50 This is also conﬁrmed by XRD and HRSTEM
measurements discussed above.
In2S3 exists in three crystal structures, denoted as α, β, and γ,
where β-In2S3 is the stable structure up to 693 K.51 All In2S3
crystal structures have an fcc stacking of S2− anions, but diﬀer in
the ordering of the In3+ cations. Hence, the anion sublattice is
intrinsically diﬀerent from hexagonal Cu2−xS and wurtzite CIS,
which is an important feature in avoiding full exchange from
Cu2−xS into In2S3. Figure 7 compares the rearrangement of the
anion sublattice required for the partial conversion of hexagonal
low-chalcocite Cu2−xS into wurtzite CIS (Figure 7a) to the full
conversion of hexagonal low-chalcocite Cu2−xS into β-In2S3
(Figure 7b). Low-chalcocite Cu2−xS and wurtzite CIS both have
an hcp anion sublattice, with the hexagonal layers of S2− anions
ABAB stacked. This conversion requires a mere 1.4%
contraction within the layers and 6.4% between the layers.
The anions in β-In2S3, however, are ABC stacked. Hence, the
conversion from low-chalcocite to β-In2S3 would require that
four of every six anion layers shift over 58% of a S−S distance.
Although such rearrangements from an hcp to an fcc anion

therefore depends on the relative stabilities of the incoming and
outgoing cations in solution and in the NC. It should also be
noted that the cation exchange would not proceed beyond the
surface in the absence of solid state diﬀusion ﬂuxes in the NC,43
allowing the native cations to diﬀuse outward and the new
cations to diﬀuse inward. The overall energy balance is thus
also strongly dependent on the activation energies for diﬀusion
of both the incoming and outgoing cations in the NC.
Figure 6 schematically depicts the elementary steps that can
be identiﬁed in the Cu+ for In3+ exchange in Cu2−xS NCs. It is

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the elementary kinetic steps
involved in conversion of Cu2−xS NCs into CuInS2 NCs by Cu+ for
In3+ cation exchange. Cu+ extraction (mediated by trioctylphosphine,
TOP) and In3+ incorporation into Cu+ vacancies take place at the NC
surface and set in motion two solid state cation diﬀusion ﬂuxes
(inward diﬀusion of In3+, Inin, and outward diﬀusion of Cu+, Cuout).

interesting to note that the Cu+ extraction and the In3+
incorporation proceed by separate chemical pathways, in
contrast to other well-known nanoscale cation exchange
reactions (e.g., Cd2+ for Zn2+ exchange in ZnSe NCs using
Cd(oleate)2), in which the place exchange is mediated by a
single ligand.43 In the present case, Cu+ (a soft Lewis acid with
absolute hardness η = 6.28 eV)44 is extracted from the Cu2−xS
NCs by tryoctylphosphine (a soft Lewis base with η ≈ 6 eV),26
while In3+ (a hard Lewis acid with η = 13 eV)44 is transported
to the NC surface as a complex with the solvent molecules
(methanol) and is subsequently incorporated in the Cu+
vacancies. It should be noted that the oﬀ-stoichiometry of the
parent Cu2−xS NCs is due to native Cu vacancies. These
vacancies are not compensated by the formation of Cu2+ ions,
but instead lead to free charge carriers (holes) in the valence
band, eﬀectively keeping the Cu atoms in the +1 valency and
changing the valency of some S atoms from −2 to −1.45 The
free holes give rise to a localized plasmon resonance, which
becomes stronger with decreasing Cu content (i.e., increasing
density of free holes).45 Interestingly, the extraction of Cu
atoms from the NCs by TOP does not increase the plasmon
resonance, but rather causes its disappearance (see e.g., Figure
5a above). This is consistent with the fact that the Cu atoms are
extracted as Cu+, thereby removing also the excess holes since
the CIS NCs obtained after the cation exchange are In3+-rich.
The removal of the excess holes by extraction of Cu2+ ions
instead of Cu+ is unlikely since the binding energies for TOPCu2+ are much smaller than those for TOP-Cu+ (Cu2+ is a
harder Lewis base, with η = 8.27 eV).44
As a consequence of the separate chemical pathways for Cu
extraction and In incorporation, the extraction rate of the Cu+
ions (Cuout) and the incorporation rate of the In3+ ions (Inin)
must be precisely balanced, otherwise the NCs will either
dissolve (Cuout faster than Inin) or the CE reaction will simply
not proceed (Cuout too slow). Several CE experiments were
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NCs, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron
diﬀraction (ED) measurements, and particle size histograms
of large 11 nm Cu2−xS and CIS NCs. This material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the anionic sublattice of low-chalcocite
Cu2−xS with wurtzite CIS, showing that the anionic sublattice of lowchalcocite Cu2−xS (blue spheres) is compatible with wurtzite CIS (red
spheres) since both anionic sublattices have an hcp arrangement (a).
Comparison of low-chalcocite unit cell (blue spheres) with In2S3
(green spheres). The spinel In2S3 structure has an fcc anionic
sublattice, where layer C has to dislocate by 58% of a S−S distance in
order to ﬁt in the low-chalcocite lattice (b).

sublattice have been demonstrated before,52 they have high
activation barriers and require high reaction temperatures.
Consequently, the low reaction temperatures employed in this
work limit the CE to the extent that only partial exchange
occurs, with luminescent ternary CIS as the ﬁnal product.

■

■

CONCLUSIONS
We show successful partial, self-limited cation exchange (CE)
reactions from binary low-chalcocite Cu 2−x S NCs to
luminescent ternary wurtzite CuInS2 (CIS) NCs. With this
method, large CIS NCs of 4 nm can be obtained with
photoluminescence (PL) in the near-infrared (NIR), which is
not possible by direct synthesis protocols. Slow extraction of
Cu+ is essential, due to the balance between the Cu extraction
rate and the slow incorporation rate of In3+. This slow Cuout
rate is achieved by choosing mild reaction temperatures.
Furthermore, low reaction temperatures ensure that the CE is
partial and prevent the formation of fully exchanged In2S3. The
method presented here may prove beneﬁcial for several
applications where shape selective deposition techniques are
used to fabricate assembled 2D layers, for example, in the ﬁeld
of photovoltaics or nanophotonics. The combination of
multiple morphologies attainable for Cu2−xS NCs and the
postsynthetic control over the composition toward CIS can
thus result in the successful implementation of luminescent CIS
NCs in several devices and in further tunability of the
optoelectronic properties of CIS NCs. The problems arising
from Cd-based luminescent NCs, such as toxicity, can be
circumvented with this approach, which will prove beneﬁcial for
several applications in the ﬁeld of photovoltaics, bioimaging,
and lighting.
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